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ABSTRACT 
Given a graph G, let X(G) denote the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix 
of G. We prove that for any X > d- ( = 2.058 + ) there exists a sequence of 
graphs G,,G,,... such that limk_m X( Gk) = X, thus answering a question posed by 
Hoffman. 
In [2] Hoffman defined A to be the set of all symmetric matrices (of all 
finite orders), every entry of which is a nonnegative integer. For A E A let 
h(A) be the largest eigenvalue (spectral radius) of A. Let R = { X ( X = A( A) 
for some A E A}. Hoffman posed the problem of finding the limit points of 
R, and in [2] found all limit points of R < \izx. Here we complete the 
solution of the problem posed by Hoffman by showing that every point in 
[./%K ) co is a limit point of R. In fact we show this holds when A is 
restricted to be the set of adjacency matrices of finite graphs. 
Our result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For any X >, \iq there exists a sequence of graphs 
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betherootsof x’-A~~+l=O.Definesequencesa,,a,,...;n~,n,,... recur- 
sively as follows: a, = 1, a, = A, no = 0, 
k>l. (2) 
Let G, be a tree consisting of a path Pa - I’, - . . . Pk with nj leaves 
Qjla ‘. ‘3 Qjn, connected to Pj, j = 1,. . ., k (see Figure 1). We claim 
lim k_J(Gk) = A. 
We must first show that the nk > 0 so that the 6, are well defined. 





Note that rr = h > @r, and (3) and (4) imply rk+ r > $r. Hence rk Z $r for any 
k > 1. Hence A- l/rk-~l~h-l/~l-~r=O. Therefore j may be as- 
sumed to be > 0 so nk >, 0. 
Next note that G, is a subgraph of G,, r, so the A( Gk) form an 
increasing sequence. We now assert that h(G,) < h for all k. To see this 
consider the sequences a j and T. as functions of X (while holding the 
sequence nj fixed). We claim that Al . 1s an eigenvalue of G, iff a k + ,( A’) = 0. 
Forlet bj=aj/X’, j=l,..., k. Suppose v is an eigenvector of G,. We may 
assume v(P,) = 1. Then we may determine v(Pj) = a j and v(Qji) = bj, 
i=l ,*..> nj, j = l,..., k, recursively. For v to be an eigenvector we must 
have h’v(P,) = v(Pkpl) + n,b,, or A’a, = uk__, + nkuk/h’, or (A’ - 
FIG. 1. 
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nk/A’)ak-ak_l=o, or a k+ r = 0 as claimed. Suppose A’ > A. Then clearly 
rr(h’) > rr(X) > +r > 0. Also rj(A’) > r.(X) >, $~r > 0 together with (4) implies 
rj + 1( A’) > rj + I( A), and we have alrea d y seen that rj + r( A) >, Q, > 0. Hence by 
indu.ctionweobtainrj(X’)>rj(X)>+,>OforaU j=l,....HenceforX’>X, 
ak+l(h’) = rk+l(h’)rk(h’) “. r,(A’) > rk+l(h)rk(A) ‘. . r,(h) > &+’ > 0. 
Hence the largest root of a k+ 1( A’) is -C A which means A( Gk) < A, as 
asserted. 
We have shown so far that h(G,) < A(G,) < . . . < X(G,) < . . . < A. To 
complete the proof it will suffice to show that for any E > 0 we can find a k 
so that h(G,) > X - E. We need the following theorem. Let M be a symmet- 
ric matrix, let h(M) be the largest eigenvalue of M, and let 0 be any nonzero 
vector. Then h(M) >, vTMv/vTv. For a proof see for example [l]. We apply 
this theorem as follows. Let M be the adjacency matrix of G,. Let a vector v 
be defined on G, as follows: v(Pj)=aj, j=O,...,k; v(Qji)=bj=aj/X, 
i=l ,..., nj, j=l,..., k. Then we have vTMv = xvTv - a ka k+ 1. Hence 
A(G,a,ak+,/vTv. Now vTv2af+ .*. +a:. Suppose aj<B for all 
j. Then limk,,a,ak+,/(a~+ *.* +a:)=0 [for either hm&,&k=O or 
lim k_oo(a?+ .” + a:) = 001. Hence it remains to show that the ak are 
bounded. From (3) and (4) we know that rk+ 1 lies in the interval [$,, +, + 
l/h). Hence if C#B~ + l/A < 1 (i.e. A 2 2.325 - ), then rk+l < 1 for k > 1, 
which means that a,> a2> ... and the theorem follows at once. For 
X E [2.058 + ,2.325 - ] the argument is more complicated. 
Suppose h E (0,, 0,), where 8r = \/a = 2.058 + and 8s is the root of 
$r + l/A = 1 (or A3 - 3X2 +2X - 1 = 0; 0, = 2.325 - ). Then some of the r, 
may be greater than 1, but any run of rj’s greater than 1 is of bounded length 
and is followed immediately by a run of rj’s less than 1 such that the product 
of the rj’s in both runs is less than 1. Suppose 1 < rk < +r + l/X and rrk > 0. 
Then we claim rk+ rrk < 1. For 
rk+l=X-F-I 
‘k 
Now a simple but tedious calculation, which we omit, shows X > !x 3 
(A - l/h)(+, + l/X) - 1 d 1, so we have rkrk+r < 1, as claimed. Note since 
r,>l, this imphes rk+r<l. Hence if rj,rj+l,...,rj+i,rj+i+l is a run of rj’s 
> 1, we must have nj = TI~+~= .. . = nj+ i = 0. Now consider the map 
f(r) = X - l/r. This map has fixed points +r and +s and is increasing on 
(+r,&). Note A > 8, implies ~$r + l/A < ~$s (by another calculation which we 
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omit). Hence if 16 r, < +i + l/A, some iterate of f on r, will exceed 
+i + l/h. If fjtl(rk) is the first iterate 2 r#~i + l/h, then it is clear that 
rk+i=fi(rk), i=O ,..., j; ~z~+~=O, i=O ,..., j-l; nktj>O. Hence rk+j+i 
< 1 by the preceding claim. Hence runs of rj’s > 1 must be finite (and in 
fact can be bounded by the number of iterates of f on 1 which it takes to 
exceed (pi + l/X; this number is clearly finite, as the iterates are increasing to 
+s and we have $i + l/X < (pa). Suppose rj, . . , r, is such a run (i.e. 
rj_i1 <l<rj<rj+i< ... <rk; ni= ... =n,_,=O; n,>O,sork+i<l).We 
have shown rkrkti < 1. We claim rk_,rk+2 < 1. For note that rk = X - 
l/rk_i7 rk+s 6 x - l/rk+l. Therefore rk_i = l/(A - rk), so 
1 
‘k-Irk+2 6 x-r, 
Since rkrk+l < 1. Similarly, rk_lrk+2 < 1 * rk_2rk+3 < 1, etc. Now 1 < rj < 
. . . 
< rkp so ‘k-l’k+l+l <l implies rk+l+l<l, O<Z<k- j. Also, rjrj+l’.. 
rkrk+l”’ rk+l+k-j < 1, which establishes our claim that any run of rj’s > 1 
is balanced by a following run of rj’s < 1. Thus the a j remain bounded (in 
fact, slightly more careful estimates would show a j < C(l - s)j for some 
e > 0.) This completes the proof of the theorem for A > ix. When h 
= ~2 + 6 this construction fails, but the theorem still holds, since for any 
e > 0 we may find a graph G by the above construction such that h < X( G ) 
< X -t E. Letting E + 0, we obtain a sequence of such graphs, so that 
lim k _ ,X(G,) = h as desired. n 
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